Algorithms that infer phylogenetic relationships between serially-sampled sequences have been developed in recent years to assist in the analysis of rapidly-evolving human pathogens. Our study consisted of evaluating seven relevant methods using empirical as well as simulated data sets. In particular, we investigated how the molecular clock hypothesis affected their relative performance, as three of the algorithms that accept serially-sampled data as input assume a molecular clock. Our results show that the standard phylogenetic methods and MinPD had a better overall performance. Surprisingly, when all internal node sequences were included in the data, the topological performance measure of all the methods, with the exception of MinPD, dropped significantly.
Introduction
Phylogenetic methods typically analyse contemporaneous taxa, and result in phylogenetic trees in which the taxa are placed solely at the tips or leaves of the tree. However an increasing amount of serially-sampled data of rapidly evolving organisms within a single host is now available in public databases. (For example, see URL: http://hiv-web. lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/mainpage.html) Viral evolutionary history within a host can shed light on fundamental evolutionary mechanisms such as selective pressures and the evolution of drug-resistant strains, with implications for patient prognosis and treatment strategies.
Experimentally generated phylogenies, where the actual ancestors are known (Hillis et al., 1992 ), provide a rare, but appropriate source of DNA sequences for the comparison of methods that accept serially-sampled data as input. Hillis et al. (1992) pioneered the use of known molecular phylogenies, producing a known T7 phage phylogeny in the laboratory. Cunningham et al. (1997) extended this work by serially propagating six bifurcating lineages of bacteriophage T7 according to the protocol of Hillis et al. resulting in a data set with known phylogeny. The rate of mutation of T7 phage was accelerated with the mutagen nitrosoguanidine, and each lineage was bottlenecked to a single individual from which the descendant lineages were further propagated.
In contrast to the T7 phylogeny, the experimental evolution of DNA sequences using a bifurcate series of nested polymerase chain reactions constitutes a neutral evolution system for which the molecular clock hypothesis is justified (Sanson et al., 2002) . Sanson et al. (2002) used parsimony, distance, and Maximum Likelihood (ML) analysis of only the terminal sequences to reconstruct the topology and the branch lengths of the real phylogeny. As in the 1997 study by Cunningham et al. (1997) , ancestral sequences were excluded from the tree reconstruction by Sanson et al. (2002) , although they were used to assess ML predictions of ancestral states. In our study, the complete data set consisting of both ancestral as well as terminal sequences was taken into consideration.
Henceforth, we will refer to the T7 phage sequences as the Cunningham97 data set and the PCR sequences as the Sanson02 data set.
In Holmes et al. (1992) study created an 'evolutionary framework' to express the inferred ancestor-descendent relationships in HIV sequence data serially-sampled from a single patient. Holmes et al. stated that "unlike most molecular phylogenies, real ancestors may be present in the data and the framework expresses the postulated ancestor-descendent relationships." (Holmes et al., 1992) Figure 1 shows the evolutionary framework (in rectangular format) for the Cunnigham97 data set. Figure 1 Evolutionary framework relating the T7 phage sequences from Cunningham et al. (1997) It has been conjectured that different approaches and tools would be needed to analyse serially-sampled sequence data (Rodrigo and Steel, 2004) . More recently, several researchers have attempted to adapt existing phylogenetic methods to analyse serially-sampled data (see Methods section). The goal of this study is to compare seven methods on two experimental phylogenies and on simulated data sets. Since the molecular clock hypothesis is a fundamental assumption for three of the methods, our experiments included data sets with homogeneous evolutionary rates. We extended our comparison study to include two traditional phylogenetic methods, one based on Parsimony and one on the ML approach, to assess the effects that non-contemporaneous data has on these methods. For the simulated data sets, three groups of 1000 data sets were generated, one with a constant rate of evolution, the other with a variable rate of evolution, and the third with a variable rate and sampling of all internal node sequences. The methods were compared using a branch length score measure and a topological distance measure (see Methods section for details). A related study which did not include comparison of topologies was previously published . |The simulated data was generated by a different method with a focus on sampling strategies using different parameters than the ones in the current study. Maximum parsimony and Bayesian methods were not included in that study, and the empirical data did not include the Sanson data set. The results discussed here proved to be more remarkable and more statistically significant than those in the previously published study.
Methods

Phylogenetic methods
In the last five years, several methods have been devised to study serially-sampled data, many of which are variants of phylogenetic methods for contemporaneous taxa. Drummond and Rodrigo developed sUPGMA (Drummond and Rodrigo, 2000) by modifying the conventional UPGMA method. Ren and Ogishima published a sequential linking algorithm (its implementation will be referred to as SeqLink) based on the Holmes evolutionary framework. MinPD, a distance-based method (Buendia and Narasimhan, 2004) , is another program inspired by the evolutionary framework of Holmes. Rambaut's TipDate program (Rambaut, 2000) is a variant of the traditional ML method. Finally, Drummond and Rambaut designed BEAST (Drummond et al., 2002; Drummond and Rambaut, 2003) , which uses Bayesian MCMC. Three of the above methods-sUPGMA, TipDate, and BEAST-assume a molecular clock, i.e., assume a stochastically constant or ultrametric rate of evolution. All three methods use a traditional tree style of handling contemporaneous data where the leaves (tips) correspond to the input taxa. We included BEAST for our experiments with empirical data, but not for our experiments with simulated data; this was because the available implementation of BEAST does not lend itself to be run as an automated process. The chain length (number of iterations) has to be decided beforehand because, like many Bayesian programs, BEAST does not run a convergence test to decide when to stop the computation. Like TipDate, its main purpose is to estimate evolutionary parameters, but unlike TipDate, instead of inferring these parameters from a single tree, it infers them from a stationary distribution of output trees. Moreover, BEAST's performance is comparable to TipDate, when the tree with the highest likelihood is chosen, but its computation time is at least twice as long as TipDate for a chain length of 1 million, and depending on the kind of data, longer chains are needed to reach stationarity.
The goal of the current study was to compare methods that could be used to analyse serially-sampled sequence data and to assess their accuracy in representing ancestor-descendant relationships. Towards this end, we compared methods that were specifically designed to analyse serially-sampled data, but we also included standard phylogenetic methods, such as ML and Parsimony. Therefore, besides the methods listed above, we also chose fastDNAml, which is an efficient implementation of the traditional ML method (Felsenstein, 1981; Olsen et al., 1994) and DNAPARS, a DNA Parsimony program (Felsenstein, 2004) .
A detailed description of each method used in our study is given below, and it is summarised in Table 1 . In a later section on 'Evaluation measures and tools', we discuss how the performance of these methods was compared.
Sequential-linking algorithm (SeqLink). Two versions of a sequential-linking algorithm have been proposed in the literature Ren et al., 2001 Ren et al., , 2003 . We implemented (in C language) the NJ version of the algorithm, as described by Ogishima et al. (2001) and Ren et al. (2003) . We refer to our implementation by the name SeqLink. The algorithm is based on the evolutionary framework published by Holmes et al. (1992) and is based on two assumptions: 1 the sequence from time point n with the minimum distance to some sequence in sampling period n + 1 is the ancestor of 'all' sequences from sampling period n + 1 2 the ancestor of a sequence was sampled at the previous time period.
Ties are broken by using additional criteria involving NJ branch lengths. Distances were measured using the JC69 distance (Jukes and Cantor, 1969) , as other distance measures decreased the accuracy of the algorithm. We included SeqLink in this study to present a complete analysis, although it is clear that assumption (2) above need not be true, since there is no guarantee that the ancestral sequence was sampled in the previous time period. MinPD is a distance-based method that attempted to improve on the performance of SeqLink by avoiding the strong assumptions noted above (Buendia and Narasimhan, 2004) . MinPD calculates pairwise distances using the Tamura-Nei 93 method with gamma rate heterogeneity (Tamura and Nei, 1993) and finds a closest ancestor by searching the distance matrix for minimum distances. Since the closest ancestor of a sampled sequence may not have been sampled during the previous sampling period, MinPD seeks the closest ancestors for a given sequence in all preceding sampling time periods.
TipDate (Version 1.2) was designed to compute ML estimates of the mutation rate from a set of non-contemporaneous input sequences (dated tips) assuming a molecular clock and a known tree topology (Rambaut, 2000) . For the input tree topology to TipDate, we used the topology estimated by the fastDNAml method, which is described later. The output of TipDate is a tree with the same topology, but with branch lengths recomputed to fit the molecular clock assumption.
BEAST (Version 1.1.2) is a Bayesian MCMC program that assumes a molecular clock. BEAST differs from TipDate in that it does not require an input tree topology and incorporates priors (Drummond and Rambaut, 2003) . BEAST tests evolutionary hypotheses and allows non-contemporaneous sequences as input. BEAST was run with the HKY Model, constant growth as the coalescent model's prior, and a chain length of 10,000,000 on the empirical data sets. The topological score was calculated from the consensus tree of the last 9000 trees of the 10,000 trees. Beast was not included in the simulation studies for reasons discussed earlier in this section.
sUPGMA is a distance-based program modified from the UPGMA method, which by definition assumes a constant rate of evolution (Drummond and Rodrigo, 2000) . The program was implemented as a command line script using the JAVA PAL 1.4 package available from the URL: http://bioweb.pasteur.fr/docs/PAL/. It requires a mutation rate as additional input. Our experiments (data not shown) showed that the rate greatly affects the accuracy of the program. After some preliminary tests we decided to use TipDate's rate for the data sets created with the clock model of evolution.
To ensure a better performance for sUPGMA for the non-clock data sets, we settled for a fixed mutation rate of 0.01.
fastDNAml is an efficient implementation of the ML method chosen to examine how traditional phylogenetic methods perform with non-contemporaneous data. The program fastDNAml 1.2.2 was used to generate ML trees (Felsenstein, 1981; Olsen et al., 1994) .
The program was used with default settings (HKY85 model, T s /T v of 2, and empirical base frequencies) and because the output tree was used as input to the TipDate program, the root sequence was supplied as the outgroup to fastDNAml. The root sequence was not supplied to MinPD for calculation of the A-D Score, but it was supplied for calculation of the topological distance score. Note that the tree output by fastDNAml is a standard phylogenetic tree and not an evolutionary framework.
DNAPARS (Felsenstein, 2004) carries out the traditional and popular maximum parsimony method using stepwise addition and local and global branch rearrangements. It is part of the PHYLIP software package (Version 3.6) and was modified to run as a command line script with limited progress indication and otherwise run with default settings with the root sequence supplied as the outgroup.
Evaluation methods and tools
Ancestor-Descendant Score. MinPD and SeqLink calculate ancestor-descendant relationships to construct the evolutionary framework. For the programs that output a tree, the correctness of an inferred ancestor-descendant relationship was judged on the basis of branch lengths in the tree output. The resulting evaluation measure is referred to as the A-D Score and is based on the percentage of correctly inferred ancestor-descendant relationships. For a given taxon, the closest ancestral relative is defined as the closest sequence (i.e., with minimum branch length distance if output is a tree) sampled at some previous sampling period, and corresponding to either the most recent sampled ancestor or to the closest sampled relative of an unsampled most recent ancestor. Every ancestor-descendant pair of sequences (at minimum distance from each other) that are found in the output of a program that match the true relationship is counted positively towards the program's A-D Score.
As some methods output a phylogenetic tree without explicitly inferring ancestral relationships we devised a program, Nwk2Ances, which reads in a phylogenetic tree in Newick format, and returns for each sequence the 'closest' sequence from any previous sampling period according to the definition given above. Given a phylogenetic tree with inferred lengths, Nwk2Ances uses an additive metric to search for the minimum path between a sampled sequence and a sampled ancestral sequence, where the path length is the sum of branch lengths along the path.
Topological Distance Score. This score is based on the widely known Symmetric Difference of Robinson and Foulds referred to as the RF distance (Robinson and Foulds, 1981) . It was calculated using TreeDist program in the PHYLIP software package (Version 3.5) (Felsenstein, 2004) . Distances were normalised by its largest possible value (twice the number of internal branches), which is 2n -6 for two binary trees with n leaves. Lower values of the RF distance imply a better performance. Although two of the methods, MinPD and SeqLink, do not output a tree but a collection of trees rooted at their ancestral node (a framework), we implemented a technique to merge these trees into one large binary tree: each tree rooted at an ancestral node was joined to the tree that contained the ancestral node leaf. This puts both programs at a disadvantage, but is necessary to perform the comparison. It should be noted however, that although the RF score is the standard method for tree comparisons, it has a poor resolution and two trees differing solely in the position of one taxon can be maximally different (Penny and Hendy, 1985) .
Results
Inferring ancestor-descendant relationships: empirical data Data sets
Two known phylogenies were chosen for our comparison study with the seven methods mentioned above. The 31 sequences in the Cunningham97 data set were 2733 nucleotides long, while the Sanson02 data set had 37 sequences (which included six additional clones of the first 70 cycles) of length 2238 bp. However, unlike the neutrally evolved sequences in the Sanson02 data set, the Cunningham97 data set was characterised by parallel evolution and skewing of the mutational bias and the number of invariable sites by the mutagen nitrosoguanidine, thus presenting additional challenges to the phylogenetic reconstruction methods, especially those based on an assumption of a clock-like rate of evolution. We also notice that the measurements obtained using RNA3, D9-D12, do not correlate as well with the other 12 measurements taken during the same time frame. The reason is unknown and may have to do with that particular RNA preparation or some day-to-day variation in the experimental procedure, or a combination of both. Table 2 shows the scores for seven programs on the two empirical data sets. SeqLink fared poorly in both cases, which may be a result of its strong assumptions. The Cunningham97 data set was especially problematic for SeqLink because for eight of the sequences from time period 50 there were no ancestors sampled in the previous time period (period 30). MinPD recovered 100% of the relationships from both lineages and had the best (lowest) topological distance scores. As shown in Figure 2 , MinPD displays an evolutionary framework with full lines representing genetic distances and with their extensions of dashed lines indicating linking relationships. fastDNAml performed well with the A-D score for the Sanson data set scoring 100%, but performed poorly based on the topological distance measure for the same data set. As expected the clock-based methods TipDate and sUPGMA performed better on the Sanson02 data set when looking at the A-D score, but the topological distances for sUPGMA were high. The trees output by these two programs have branch lengths that correlate to the sampling periods, as shown in Figure 2 . DNAPARS ran for an hour on the Cunnnigham97 data set, but for less than 1 s on the Sanson02 data set. The majority rule consensus tree from the DNAPARS list of Cunnnigham output trees was used to compute the topological distance and for the A-D score calculation the first tree of the output list was used. BEAST topological distance was calculated from the majority rule consensus tree of the last 9000 trees, the A-D score could not be calculated as the consensus tree lacks branch length information.
Results
Inferring ancestor-descendant relationships: simulated data
Three groups of 1000 data sets containing DNA sequences were generated using randomly generated coalescent trees, one with a homogeneous rate of evolution and one with a heterogeneous rate, while the third included all sequences from the internal nodes. These data sets were then provided as input for the six programs under consideration. As before, evaluation was based on the A-D Score and Topological Distance measure.
Data simulation
The C program Serial NetEvolve was used to generate the serial samples in this paper . Serial NetEvolve is a modification of Treevolve v1.3.2 (Grassly et al., 1999) , adapted to simulate serial samples with both constant and variable rates of evolution, output sequences from the internal nodes, and output the randomly generated tree to be used for the topology comparisons. It also includes the twister randomisation function of SeqGen 1.2.7 (Rambaut and Grassly, 1997) . Note that Serial NetEvolve is more flexible than the serial coalescent simulator (implemented by Drummond and Rodrigo (2000) and Drummond and Strimmer (2001) ) which generates coalescent trees with non-contemporaneous tips as described by Rodrigo and Felsenstein (1999) . To simulate data sets with a constant or with a variable rate of evolution, sequences from the same sampling period were assigned to the same distance (constant rate) or to different distances (variable rate) from the root correspondingly. Unlike other simulation programs the topology is not provided by the user and Serial NetEvolve outputs the randomly generated topology. Fixed parameter settings were set to: sample size per period = 8, periods = 6, mutation rate = 10 -5 , population size = 10 6 , exponential rate of 0.0001, model = HKY with rate heterogeneity, T s /T v = 4, and alpha parameter = 0.5. Variable parameters included: clock = no/yes (variable rates/constant rates), and internal nodes = none/all (i.e., either none or all of the sequences from internal nodes were included), whereas when internal nodes were included, the sample size per period was reduced to 4 to keep the total sample size approximately the same. Default options were: No Clock and No internal Nodes.
Simulation results
Six programs were run on the three groups of simulated data sets and the A-D and topological distance scores were measured. The results were analysed with the standard statistical software package, SPSS 13, by running 2-way ANOVAs on the scores using the Clock or Internal Nodes parameter as a second variable. Effect sizes were measured through partial eta-squared values. As variances were large and mostly overlapping, Post Hoc analysis was used to determine which differences in means were significant. The interaction effects between the program scores and the second parameter was significant. Post Hoc analysis was done using the Bonferroni procedure using a threshold P-value of 0.05.
The data did not meet the assumptions of a normal distribution or homogeneous variances, suggesting an arcsine-sqrt transformation of the scores variable. However, it is known that ANOVA is robust to violations of these assumptions as long as the data consists of large and roughly equal-sized samples (Glass et al., 1972) . Furthermore, boxplots (or normality plots) of the arcsine-sqrt score did not show any marked skewness, and the interaction and Post Hoc results remained identical with or without the transformation. Here we report the untransformed scores and show the graph for the clock and internal nodes parameter interaction (see Figure 3 ). SeqLink underperformed consistently by a large margin with all data sets and with both comparison measures. SeqLink's strong assumptions may be the reason and will therefore not be included in the discussions below.
A-D score -clock parameter. For data sets generated with the non-clock model of evolution, MinPD performed better than the other two methods that were specifically designed for serially-sampled data. However, fastDNAml outperformed MinPD by 4%. The clock methods sUPGMA and TipDate improved dramatically with the clock data sets, with TipDate outperforming all programs except fastDNAml by a significant margin of 3-12% (excluding SeqLink). The interaction between program and the Clock parameter accounted for 20% variability in the A-D scores.
A-D score -internal nodes parameter. When sequences from all internal nodes were provided as input the score improved for all programs except sUPGMA, whose score remained approximately the same. The interaction effect size was 15%.
Topological distance -clock parameter. DNAPARS and fastDNAml performed well under this measure regardless of whether or not the generated sequences satisfied the clock model. MinPD's distance score was mediocre in both cases, but as mentioned previously, the program's function is to present ancestor-descendant relationships in a framework structure, which for the purpose of calculating the distance score had to be converted to a tree. The Topological distance score produced a very small effect size, with the partial eta-squared value here at 0.01.
Topological distance -internal nodes parameter. As with the empirical study results, MinPD performed well when all internal node sequences were provided, while all other programs had difficulty recovering the true topology. The effect size of 79.5% was the largest among all the interactions.
Discussion
In this study we investigated and evaluated the performance of seven methods in inferring ancestor-descendant phylogenetic relationships from serially-sampled data. The data sets for our experiments included empirical data sets as well as simulated data sets. We experimented with two significantly different empirical data sets of experimentally evolved sequence data: the Sanson02 data set consisting of 37 DNA sequences and the Cunningham97 data set consisting of 31 T7 phage sequences, both obtained from known phylogenies produced in the laboratory. We also experimented with simulated data sets to better understand the effect of contrasting evolutionary rate hypothesis and the presence of sequences from internal nodes on the performances of these seven methods. The comparisons were based on two different kinds of scores, the A-D Score, a distance-based measure that evaluates the inference of ancestor-descendant relationships, and the standard Robinson Fould's Topological Distance Score. Analysis of serially-sampled sequence data is useful for understanding and analysing the evolution of a virus within a single host. With the increasing ability to sample and sequence large numbers of viral particles from infected patients, it is imperative to develop fast and accurate methods to analyse the resulting sequence data. Table 3 shows the average time taken for ten runs for each of the seven methods on an input data set with 80 sequences each of length 1000 on a Pentium 4, 2.40 GHz CPU with 512 MB of RAM running Windows XP. The variance in the computation time for all the programs was small with the exception of TipDate, whose time could range from 17 min to 2 h for a set with 80 sequences, and of DNAPARS, which had an average computation time of 5 min with the exception of one data set which took over an hour to complete.
Our studies showed that fastDNAml, DNAPARS and MinPD outperform other programs under the A-D Score measure. As expected the clock-based methods, TipDate, sUPGMA performed well under this measure when data was evolved under the clock model, with TipDate showing the best performance.
MinPD outperformed all the methods by a significant margin under the topological distance measure when internal sequences were also provided as input. fastDNAml and DNAPARS outperformed other methods by a large margin when no internal sequences were provided as input.
The simulation studies corroborated the results of studies with empirical data, in particular the surprising topological score results. As shown by the results with the simulated data, when data sets included the most recent common ancestors for each sequence, tree-based programs failed to place them at basal positions in the tree, resulting in large topological distances from the true tree. In an interesting related study, Huelsenbeck (1991) used parsimony to analyse a simulated data set with inputs consisting of 'living' taxa and an equal number of 'fossil' taxa (with varying evolutionary distance from a randomly chosen direct ancestor of one of the living taxa) (Huelsenbeck, 1991) . Huelsenbeck concluded that, under certain circumstances, the availability of fossil taxa improves phylogenetic reconstruction, and that the improvement is greater if fossil taxa are closer to the direct ancestors of living taxa. Huelsenbeck's study however, used only small trees with a total of 8 taxa and binary character sequences of length only 100.
In our study MinPD was at an advantage when internal sequences were included in the input as it uses the sampling time information to infer ancestors. We hypothesise that traditional phylogenetic methods that are not restricted by the molecular clock, such as for example parsimony and ML, may show an improved performance in their ability to recover the correct topology from serially-sampled data, when sampling times are taken into account and incorporated into their algorithms.
